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comments DISCLAIMER : Software is
provided as is, without warranty of any kind,
either express or implied, including, but not
limited to, the implied warranties of
merchantability, fitness for a particular
purpose, or non-infringement. The entire
risk of the use or the results obtained from
the use of this software is assumed by you.
Neither the authors or the copyright holders
will be liable for any damages or lost profits
that may result from the use of this
software. Citation and character credits:
Software is provided as is, without warranty
of any kind, either express or implied,
including, but not limited to, the implied
warranties of merchantability, fitness for a
particular purpose, or non-infringement. The
entire risk of the use or the results obtained
from the use of this software is assumed by
you. Neither the authors or the copyright
holders will be liable for any damages or
lost profits that may result from the use of
this software.Q: Provide arguments to a
custom error in Terraform Is it possible to
provide arguments to a custom error in
Terraform? If possible, how do I go about
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doing this? I'm specifically looking at this
snippet for an
AWS::CodeBuild::Project::Maven. block: name: "create service package for" include:
"../../../../../templates/venv.ops.sh" when: "test_pipeline_name == 'Nakadi-build' and
errors.0 == 'Maven'" loop: "{{ cpus | size
}}" The errors array is in the
aws_codebuild_project resource, and this
specific terraform snippet ends up in the
create_service_package.tf configuration.
This is a snippet of the code for the error,
it's a placeholder for the actual error
message that I want to call: custom_errors: message: "Could not find '{{
service_package_name }}' service package"
error: "Could not find '{{
service_package_name }}' service package"
A: You can store any arguments in the
metadata array for the resource itself and
include them into the error message using
source_location: ... error: - message: "Could
not find '{{ service
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